
8th Grade Vocabulary Weeks 21-24 

1. Linear—adjective; is consisting of or using lines 

2. Sympathizer—noun; a person who agrees with or supports a sentiment or opinion.  

3. Hypnotic—adjective; inducing or like something that induces an artificial trance like state 

4. Friction—dissension or conflict between persons, nations, etc., because of differing ideas, 

wishes, etc.   

5. Crass—something that is crude, insensitive, and unrefined.  

6. Assimilate—to learn something so that it is fully understood and can be used 

7. Insignificant—adjective; unimportant; too small to be important  

8. Composure—peace of mind  

9. Transparent—see-through; clear 

10. Gravitate—to be pulled towards 

11. Realization—the action of becoming informed or aware 

12. Muster—to gather collectively 

13. Dismissive—showing disregard, indicating rejection 

14. Foreseeable—verb; to know in advance; foreknow  

15. Inscription—noun; the entering of a name on or as if on a list  

16. Customary—actions based on longstanding traditions of a particular society.  

17. Ergo—consequently or therefore 

18. Insolent—rude or impolite 

19. Modify—to make a change or alteration 

20. Agile—able to move fast and easily  
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